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Year 7 Updates
BY SOPHIE

Year 7 are fitting in perfectly and their form tutors are completely astonished by
their behaviour and attitude towards work. They have loved the school and
everything about it.
“7CAL are a wonderful form! It’s been great getting to know them and I look
forward to seeing them flourish this year.”
“7DPA have made such a strong start to the year. With bravery, kindness and
resilience, they really do embody the SMRCHS way! It is such a pleasure to be
their form tutor and I can’t wait to see all of their triumphs over the rest of the
year.”
“What a fantastic start to the year, 7STA! We’ve been keeping our standards
really high, and I really look forward to seeing you all in form every morning. I
know we are going have an INCREDIBLE year.”
“7EST are a fantastic form – they are learning to work well as a team and I feel
very lucky to have a group of such wonderful students in my form!”
“7RCH are growing and developing through advice and reflection. I am
extremely impressed with their resilience and look forward to building role
models and leaders next term.”
Mrs Bunn is very excited for this year and forward!
Year Seven students have just received their bronze reward and they are now
thrilled with their pick outs! There were sweets, books and pens.

The Team
Photo by Emmanuel

If you are interested in joining the
SMRCHS Gazette team, join us in
7G1 on Mondays (3pm-4pm).

There are lots of exciting things to look forward to after the holidays too!
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Celebrating Students’ Successes
BY AIMEE

Year Seven
Form shout out: 7CAL for your positive energy and enthusiasm.
Student shout out: Ava Inman for being kind, diligent and always going the extra mile.
Something to look forward to: Two theatre trips before Christmas!

Year Eight
Form shout out: 8MKI for your hard work and great attitude to learning.
Student shout out: Cain Boylan for being a star student.
Something to look forward to: Trip information to be revealed after half term….

Year Nine
Form shout out: 9STA for getting the highest achievement points in the whole year.
Student shout out: Brandon Musonza for being a positive role model and helping his peers.
Something to look forward to: Year Nine theatre trip to Blood Brothers at The Lowry.

Year Ten
Form shout out: 10NTH for a superb start to KS4!
Student shout out: Shiven Parekh for your contribution to lessons.
Something to look forward to: Theatre trips. More information to follow from English and Drama.

Year Eleven
Form shout out: 11OBr for always engaging in form activities.
Student shout out: Gabby Tamakloe for setting himself a goal to try really hard in lessons and constantly trying his best to achieve it.
Something to look forward to: A new Culture group made up of Year 11 Leaders. Over the next few weeks, they will be focusing on Black History
Month so there will be exciting tasks that students can take part in.

National Teacher Day
BY PRECIOUS

This year on October 5th, is Teacher’s Day. This is a day where we can show our love and appreciation for our teachers! They do so
much for us: teach, guide us and give us advice to better ourselves for our future. As a way to celebrate, we as a team have decided
to dedicate this article to our teachers. We have asked our lovely deputy headteacher Mr Atkin a few questions about being a
teacher:
He became a teacher to spread his love of learning foreign languages and give others the opportunity to have many different life
paths to success. Seeing students understand things they didn’t understand before and seeing them mature and grow up to be
respectful citizens are the best parts of being a teacher for him; they are the magical moments that makes it all worth it. His advice to
students who may be considering being a teacher is that they have to be a strong leader. They should push themselves out of their
comfort zone and take up a leadership role in the school to develop their confidence. If anyone is interested, they should speak with
their form tutor or head of year for the opportunity of these roles.
Teachers do so much for us. I hope this Teacher’s Day, you have thanked one of your teachers. One thank you can mean a lot for
somebody: it makes them feel appreciated. So, go to your teachers and tell them thank you, because they deserve it.
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In the News
BY SHAN

The Queen’s Death
As we all know, HM The Queen has recently passed away and we all need to get ready to meet our new king where things will start to change.
Elizabeth II was Queen of the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth realms from 6 February 1952 until her death in 2022. She was Queen
Regent of 32 sovereign states during her lifetime and 15 at the time of her death. Queen Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor was born on the 21st of
April 1926, crowned as Queen on the 2nd of June 1953 and died on the 8th of September at the age of 96 with her funeral taking place on the 19th of
September. The Queen’s death was at Balmoral Castle and so they took her coffin back to Buckingham Palace where people visited to lay flowers for
Her Majesty. She has also been the longest reigning monarch ever in Britain and been served by 15 Prime Ministers.
Many people have felt misery, sorrow and anguish about our Queen’s death but in spite of that, we have a new King to welcome to His Majesty’s
throne! As we welcome King Charles III, we also need to prepare ourselves for some upcoming changes. One of the common ones we all know will
change is finances. Every coin and note you have right now will slowly change from our Queen’s face to our King’s (quite interesting!). Another
common change we will find out is our national anthem. That means that “God save the Queen!” will change to “God save the King!”. The next
change will be stamps. Yes, you heard (well, read) me right, stamps on envelopes will change from the Queen to our King. Have you ever noticed the
flags and symbols police wear? Well, did you know that even those will start to change! We can’t wait to see those new changes. The last one is post
boxes. Those will start changing as I’m sure as (quite similar to the policemen) those also have symbols and initials that represented our Queen,
which will now be our King.

King Charles III

Queen Elizabeth II

Born on 14th November 1948 (73
years)
Eldest son of Queen

Favourite dogs were Corgis

Oldest person to be crowned

Didn’t need a passport

Fan of work of William
Shakespeare
Once built a whole town

Didn’t need a driving licence

Never went to school

Celebrated two birthdays

Top Headlines of the Month
BY KEHINDE

Change in Parliament
As most of you already know, Boris Johnson recently
resigned as Prime Minister of the UK. He was succeeded by
Liz Truss, the newly found leader of the Conservative Party.
Truss says she is in support of the environment and is
committed in achieving carbon neutrality “in a way that
doesn’t harm businesses or consumers.”
I am excited to see how well she does and I wish her luck in
her term as the Prime Minister of the UK.
STOP PRESS: She resigned on Thursday 20th October!

Liz Truss’s first official, and the Queen’s final official, duties.

Learn more on the BBC News website:

Home - CBBC Newsround
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School News
Year 7 Football
BY YORDANOS
This past Monday, 13 boys (including me) went to St. Paul’s R.C High School to represent our school in our first football match of the year in the
Manchester Cup. We played well, as if we had been playing together for years, Mr Jordan said, though most of us boys had not known each other
before the start of this term. We won that match 10-3 and it felt good to bring honour to the school in something we loved to do and know we did a
good job. On Wednesday, we played again at home, which was uplifting because we were familiar with the pitch and had our friends and families
watching. Though this side were a much taller and more intimidating side, we didn’t think of that as too much of a problem, having tall and strong
players, as much as we have fast and skilful players. Although the opposition had very good players, our defenders pocketed them so they meant no
harm to us. We finished with a result of 5-1. For a team which had formed just over a month ago, it was safe to say we had adapted to each other very
quickly and had played like a proper team.

Goals scored:
Archie – 7
Ciro – 4
Celestine – 1
Winner – 1
Elizer – 1
Alfie – 1

Open Evening
BY VICTORY

On Thursday 6th of October our school held an opening evening where members of the Newspaper
team and some others had to step up to arrange an event on their own.
Jesse, Victory, Precious, Cheryl and Aimee partook in this and bought some treats that they used to
reward children who took part in their small activities.
One of these activities was to write a little story in a book, some of the stories written were:
- The man was stupid, he never turned off the car and was a filthy clown.
- The old wrinkly man went on a nature walk through the deep dark woods.
- The old wrinkly man went on a boat and never came back.

Another activity we prepared was for the
children to write a few headlines, some of
these were:
- A St Matthew’s student flew to space.
- A meteorite hit the earth
- Giant pumpkins falling down on earth
- I want to be a gymnast
- I like to fidget in my sleep.
- A magic man caught flying on a carpet
- Welcome to St Matthew’s!

- One day, a boy got sucked into a horror game.
- Once a girl went into the water and swam with the turtles.
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Theatre trips
Dream Girls at The Palace
BY DANIELLA

Dreamgirls is a brilliant musical drama made in 1981 and I was fortunate enough to watch it at the Palace Theatre; it was such a great experience and
I really enjoyed the performance. The Broadway play tells the story of the Dreamettes; a group of young women who aspire to become famous
through their music. The group is made up of the lead singer Effie White and best friends, Deena Jones and Lorrell Robinson. I strongly recommend
that you take some time to watch it, I believe it will be worth your while.
This play is full of drama, plot twists and beautiful singing!

The Color Purple at the Lowry:

Year Eleven students thoroughly enjoyed their trip to the Lowry to see The Color Purple last week.

Upcoming trips:
Year Nine are going to see Blood Brothers this week! You can read about
their trip in the next issue of the SMRCHS Gazette.
Years Seven and Eight are going to see The Lion King in January
(more information to follow after half term).
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Get Your Spook On!
BY PRECIOUS
You and your friends want to go out for Halloween. You guys have your costumes ready,
you’re all excited for the night! The only problem is: you aren’t sure of where to go or what to
do! Don’t you worry, as this article will definitely inspire you and your friends!

Haunted House:
What’s scarier than a haunted house on Halloween? You and your friends could have a
bonding experience, getting scared and laughing together. A haunted house is great if you
want to make memories that would last!

Travelling Carnivals:
Carnivals that are dedicated to Halloween would be fun and fitting. Bobbing apples, going
through a mirror house and going on extreme rides and rollercoasters is a great staple.
Plus, if you’re not able to go out late, it’s a great daytime activity for you and your friends!

Horror Film:
Whether it’s you and your friends’ whole night or just a fun little thing before going out,
watching a horror movie is a must! Finding a good horror movie is a great past time! You and
your friends will be so engrossed, that when it ends, it would be all you guys could talk about!

Trick or Treating:
This one is a classic. Going to others’ houses and getting candy is a Halloween must for the
younger kids (Years 7-8)
Just make sure to be safe: go to people that you know and make sure to be in a safe
neighbourhood whilst you do it!
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Music Recommendations
BY VICTORY AND JESSE
Music is a language we all speak. It’s one of the most creative ways teenagers have of
understanding and communicating with each other, it’s used to express and convey how you
truly feel to yourself and others.
We’d like to introduce some different types of music to you to broaden your horizons and
widen your musical taste.
We at the SMRCHS Gazette would like to recommend some artists and songs to you.
Such as:
- Red Velvet

- Burna Boy

- Summer Walker

- Asake

- Alec Benjamin

- Ella Mai

- Demi Lovato

- Sza

- FLO

- Dave

- Beabadoobee

- Wizkid

- Rick Montgomary

- Ive

- Conan Gray

Some songs we would like to recommend from these artists are:
Hello Sunset – Red Velvet
She Plays Bass – Beabadoobee
Shot Clock – Ella Mai
The Weekend – Sza
Royal – Ive
Starlight – Dave
Girls Need Love – Summer Walker
Devil Doesn’t Bargain – Alec Benjamin
Peace Be Onto You – Asake
Stone Cold – Demi Lovato
Cardboard Box – FLO
Mr Loverman – Rick Montgomary
People Watching – Conan Gray
Last Last – Burna Boy
Don’t Dull – Wizkid
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Book Recommendations:
BY DANIELLA
Clap When You Land tells the story of Camino and Yahaira,
two sisters whose fates become intertwined when a tragic
accident forces them to discover the truth about their
father, and each other.

TV Recommendations
BY VICTORY

These are some TV recommendations from the
newspaper club that we’ve put together for you
guys to watch.
- The Office
- Inside Job

The book follows the story of Afro-Puerto Rican teen mum Emoni Santiago,
With the Fire on High explores motherhood, consent, trust, heritage, and, most importantly,
food.

- Jane The Virgin
- On My Block
- The Originals
- Modern Family
- Never Have I Ever
- The Queen’s Gambit
- Grey’s Anatomy
- Power
- Gilmore Girls
- Totally Spies

Jodie is bold and brash and bad - but Pearl adores her anyway. When their parents get new
jobs as the cook and caretaker at a fusty old boarding school, the girls have to move there and - Winx Club
spend their summer holidays in the school with just a few children and staff for company.

- Fate The Winx Saga
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RRR
BY TAIWO

Recently, you might’ve noticed the new homework approach. We have
renamed it to RRR: Repetition, Retrieval and Reading.
We have done this to remove the thought that homework can only be done at
home, when in reality it can be done in school - after school time in the library
with Ms Jones on Wednesday.
Another reason we did this, is to highlight the main things homework does:
improve your reading and literary skills, and retrieve all your previous
information.
RRR also helps move the information from your short-term memory to your
long-term memory via repetition.
Your work will be set by your subject teachers and put on EduLink as a
reminder in the homework section.

Revision
BY TAIWO

Aside from the homework assigned from your subject teachers, you would be expected to do revision on the side of your classwork
This is a good way to practice for your higher education (college an university if you decide to do so) because most of the learning you do in college
will be independent.
We also do revision to get ahead of our schoolwork and to remind us of our previous learning for tests etc.
Here are some good revision sites:
Maths: Hegarty maths, Cognito (on YouTube), BBC Bitesize
English: The Light Up Tutor (TikTok), BBC Bitesize
Science: Educake, BBC Bitesize
RE: Oak Academy, BBC Bitesize

Further Learning Opportunities
We need to take our learning into our own hands! Taking responsibility for your own learning makes it easier to identify your strengths and
weaknesses. Once these have been identified you can work on a learning plan that focuses on the areas that you need most help with, increasing the
speed of your learning, and building the skills you have been trying to perfect. By learning to develop responsibility, you are helping yourself to
reach your full potential.
Here are some platforms that you can use to take your learning to the next step:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Hegarty maths
Cognito
Google classroom
Oak Academy
Educake
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KS3 and KS4 Extra Curriculum
Remember it’s not too late to join one of our extra-curricular clubs.
If you see a club you might be interested in, turn up and if you like it, go again and again! There is not a limit of clubs you are allowed to join, you can
join as many as you want. However, make sure to contribute to your club and help out.
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Black History Month: October
The history of our world is a story of migration, diversity,
empire and belonging. Black History Month is about
teaching ourselves fully and fairly about our history, and
not just looking at it from one point of view. Black
History Month challenges racism and promotes
understanding by making sure that black people’s
achievements and stories are not forgotten.
What’s happened recently?
After the killing of George Floyd in the USA in 2020,
there has been huge international support for the Black
Lives Matter protests for racial justice. People want to
talk about racism in schools, workplaces, sports and other
parts of society – and how we can stop it. This includes
thinking about how we learn about history. In 2020, antiracism protesters in the UK took down the statue of
Edward Colston – a man who bought and sold enslaved
people – and pushed it into the water in Bristol Harbour. Some people say acts such as these destroy our history. Others argue that the protesters have
actually helped to teach history – the ugly story of a man who transported 84,000 enslaved individuals from Africa to the Americas, 19,000 of them
dying on his ships. The debate about what to do with statues like this continues.
Is one month enough?
The Black Curriculum is a group of young people who want black British history to be taught in UK schools. They say that learning about empire,
movement and migration helps young people build a sense of identity and improves social cohesion. Black history is an important part of British
history, and learning about it is necessary for understanding diversity and fighting racism. The Black Curriculum and groups like it are asking the UK
government to include black history in lessons all year round, not just in October. This will make sure students get lessons that are relevant to them
and that give them a positive sense of belonging.
Information from The British Council website.
Find out more about events in Manchester here: Black History Month Manchester 2022- Manchester events and Black History Month listings
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Origami paper claw
BY HARRY

First get a piece of A4 paper and
grab one corner and take it to just
above the bottom to make a
triangle and a square like this:

After that you want to fold both the
corners off the bottom to make a
triangle, to folded corner and a straight
line like this:

After that you want to fold it in
half and unfold it to make a crease
like this:

Next you want to fold the top corner
to the bottom to make a house like
this:

After that you want to make a triangle so fold
the bottom over to make a triangle like this:

After that fold the left corner to
make a full triangle on the right like
this:

Wrap the right side around the almost claw
and tuck in the left over corner to the
overlapped bit like this:
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Competitions
BY DANIELLA

The Shine School Media awards is a free national competition that rewards a diversity of talent from secondary schools across
the UK who work on the writing, editing, design and fund-raising for a school newspaper, magazine or multimedia project such
as a podcast or digital publication.
Participating gives you a chance to win national recognition and in the process enrich your CV and applications for university
or college.
Here is a list of the categories that can be entered, and you only need to enter one to have a chance of winning an award:
Magazine cover, Newspaper front page, Cartoon, Photograph, Multimedia, Audio, Sustainability, Design, Business and
Marketing, Writer, Editor, Overall content, Designated topic, Inspirational teacher.
They also award The Harrison Cup to a student or school who defy categorisation but have been particularly innovative,
creative or just caught the imagination of the judges in a special way. One past winner of the Cup was SEN Osborne School
which submitted a short magazine with a page of braille – never done before and completely brilliant.
It’s all about communication skills, and they want to encourage young people to find their voices, work as a team and feel
empowered.
For more information please visit: Award categories | The Shine School Media Awards (shine-schoolawards.org)
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Christmas Hampers

What you will need for a:

What you will need for an:

Family Hamper

Elderly Shoebox

SUGGESTED ITEMS
JAM
FRUIT JUICE
TINNED MEAT
TINNED
POTATOES
SMASH
TINNED VEG
STUFFING
GRAVY
GRANULES
SOUP
BEANS
SPAGHETTI
TUNA
TINNED
TOMATOES
PASTA
TEA BAGS
COFFEE
SUGAR
BISCUITS
CAKES
MINCE PIES
CRISPS
CHOCOLATES
SELECTION BOX
PRESENTS

SUGGESTED ITEMS
CUSTARD
CARNATION CREAM
CHRISTMAS PUDDING
NUTS

CHOCOLATES
SOCKS
SWEETS/MINTS
SCARF
TOILETRIES GIFT SET PUZZLE BOOK & PEN

SOFT DRINKS
CRANBERRY SAUCE
WHITE SAUCE
TOMATO/BROWN SAUCE

These elderly members of our local community are in care
homes so no store cupboard food is needed!
This box is gift to let them know someone is thinking of
them this Christmas.

SWEETS
HOTDOGS
TRIFLE MIX
LONGLIFE MILK
JELLY
OXOS
YORKSHIRE PUDDING MIX
SOAP POWDER
WASHING UP LIQUID
SOAP
SHOWER GEL
BUBBLE BATH
DEODORANT
MOUTH WASH
TOOTH BRUSHES & PASTE

In true SMRCHS style, we are
preparing for our Christmas hamper
appeal.
Any donations, however small, are
truly appreciated!

WE PRAY, WE CARE,
WE ACHIEVE
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Countdown:
BY TAIWO

This is a popular maths game. All you have to do is to get the correct number by using all the other number at the bottom. However, you can only use
each number once. Multiply, subtract, add and divide. Good luck!
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You Are Never Alone
BY AIMEE AND TAIWO

We now have drop boxes that you can use to help yourself and others. All you need to
do is to write a suggestion, worries or concerns onto a sheet of paper and slot it into the
box. These boxes are located near the doors of your Head of Year.
Please know that we are all here to help and support you in many different ways.

WE PRAY, WE CARE,
WE ACHIEVE

Here to Help
The SMRCHS teachers are here to help you grow, not only with your studies
during your five years of secondary school but with mental health issues.
Don’t be scared to talk to the staff around you, like your HOY or form
teacher because that’s what they are here for.
Here are some teachers specialised in tending to your wellbeing:
❖
❖
❖
❖

Mr M Devine - Student Wellbeing Lead
Mr D Latham - Student Wellbeing Lead
Mrs Walsh - Student Wellbeing Lead
Mr Passarello - Deputy Head

You could also talk to trusted adults about whatever you’re going
through, you don’t have to suffer in silence.
If you are struggling you can also self-refer for SEMH via heads of
year/form tutors/trusted adults Outside services are available online
and from referrals by GP/NHS/SENDCO.

Head of Years:
You can also talk to Head of Years
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Year 7: Mrs Bunn
Year 8: Ms O’Brien
Year 9: Mr Walker
Year 10: Mrs Wrigley
Year 11: Ms Mathew
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